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How spectral lines originate 

Fig. 13.1 

Gray, 
Fig. 6.2 
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The formation of absorption lines 
can be qualitatively understood by 
studying how 

S changes with depth. 

Wl  d ln S / d 



  

Spectral lines as a function of abundance  

Gray 
Fig. 11.13 

Starting from low log  (low log gf), the 

line strength is directly proportional to 

log gf:  
       Wl  gf nX 
 
When the line centre becomes 
optically thick, the line begins to 
saturate. The dependence on 
abundance lessens. Only when 
damping wings develop, the line can 
grow again in a more rapid fashion: 
 

  Wl  sqrt( gf nX ) 
 
Weak lines are thus best suited to 
derive the elemental composition of a 
star, given that they are well-observed 
(blending!)  

log gf 



  

Broadening of spectral lines 

There are numerous broadening mechanisms which influence the 
strength and apparent shape of spectral lines: 

 

 1. natural broadening  

  (reflecting E t ≥ h/2p) 

 2. thermal broadening  

 3. microturbulence micro 
  (treated like extra thermal br.) 
    (4. isotopic shift, hfs, Zeeman effect) 

 5. collisions (H: 6, log C6; e
–: 4)  

  (important for strong lines) 
 

 6. macroturbulence Xrt 

 7. rotation 

    (8. instrumental broadening)   
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Microturbulence and damping 

If lines of intermediate or high 
strength return too high 
abundances, then the  
microturbulence or the damping 
constants  are (both) 
underestimated (the gf values 
can also be systematically off). 

 
 Use an element with lines of all 

strengths to determine . In 
most cases, this will be an iron-
group elements. 

 
Hydrodynamic (“3D”) models are 

presently in an adolescent phase 
and will hopefully do away with 
the need for micro/macro-
turbulence. 
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Broadening of spectral lines: an example 

The Ca II triplet lines are 
broadened by elastic 
collisions with hydrogen: 

 

   Ca + H    Ca* + H* 

 
Detuning  = Cn / R

n: here C6 

 

Progress in the QM description 
of this interaction has led to 
a better understand of the 
profiles of these (and many 
other) lines (Anstee & 
O’Mara 1991, 1995). 

 

 

log 6 = –7.94 

log 6 = –7.68 
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Spectral lines as a function of Teff 

The strength of a weak line is proportional to the ratio of line to 
continuous absorption coefficients, l / k. Evaluation of this ratio can 
tell us about the Teff sensitivity of spectral lines: 

 

 R = l / k = const. T5/2 / Pe exp–(c+ 0.75)/kT   

 for a neutral line of an element that is mostly ionized.   

 

 Fractional change with T: 1/R dR/dT = (c + 0.75 – I)/kT2 

   depending c on neutral lines decrease with Teff by between 10 
and 30% per 100 K (typically 0.07 dex per 100 K). Lines of different c 
can be used to constrain Teff (excitation equilibrium condition).  

 

For ionized lines of mainly ionized elements, one finds low sensitivities to 
Teff, except those with a large c. These become stronger with Teff by 
up to 20% per 100 K.  



  

Spectral lines as a function of log g  

The Teff sensitivity of spectral lines may be surpassed by sensitivities with 
respect to other stellar parameters. 

 

Sensitivity to log g in cool stars? 
 

Case 1: (weak) neutral line of an element that is mainly ionized 

  Wl is proportional to the ratio of line to continuous 
 absorption coefficients, l / k.  

  nr+1 / nr = F(T) / Pe   nr  const. Pe 

     l / k  f(Pe)  neutral lines do not depend on log g 

 

Case 2: ionized line of an element that is mainly ionized 

   (universal) log g sensitivity via the continuous opacity of H– 

 

NB: for strong lines, a damping-related log g sensitivity comes into play. 

 

 

 

 



  

LTE vs. NLTE 

Occupation, excitation & 
ionization are assumed to 
be local properties 

  Saha-Boltzmann statistics 
 

Assuming the T-P- relation to 
be known, all you need to 
to calculate a line strength 
is 

  

(a) the level energies and     
statistical weights involved  

(b) the transition probability 
(c) broadening mechanisms 
      (microturbulence, van-der-

Waals damping) 

Photons carry non-local information 
  

Occupation, excitation & ionization 
depend on the microphysics 
(radiation field, collisions etc.)   

  

One needs to know (and master!)  
a whole lot of atomic physics. 
  

One also needs to solve the involved 
numerical problem of radiative 
transfer  plus rate equations: 

  
  

ni  j  i (Rij + Cij) =  j  i nj  (Rji + Cji) 

 

While LTE may be an acceptable 
approximation for a cool-star 
photosphere on the whole, it can 
be very wrong for specific lines. 



  

Fundamental stellar parameters 

Teff: via F Bol and q (see IRFM below).  

 To get q, one uses interferometry and 
model-atmosphere theory            
(limb darkening!). 

 

log g: Newton’s law, needs M and R.  
 So usually one needs p (parallax)   

and q. Gaia is the key p mission 
(launch 2013). 

 M needs to be inferred from stellar 
evolution. 

 Exception: eclipsing binaries. 
 

[m/H]: via meteorites (only for the Sun), 
which lack important (volatile) 
elements like CNO and noble gases.  

 In principle, asteroseismology can 
provide compositions of other stars.  

 

 

 



  

Photometry: pros vs. cons 

Photometry is 

 an efficient way of determining 
stellar parameters, 

 can probe very deep, 

 freely available (surveys!), 

 comparatively cheap to obtain. 

 

However, photometry is 

 limited in which parameters can 
be derived, 

 subject to extra parameters 
(reddening!) 

 subject to parameters that 
cannot be determined well          
(, [/Fe]). 
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Photometric standard systems 
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Warning: there is often more than one filter set for one system! 

Vilnius 



  

Photometry: Teff dependence 

Teff variations dominate the flux variations of cool stars. 

In the BB approximation to stellar fluxes, it suffices to measure the flux at 
two points to uniquely determine T. In reality, [m/Fe] and reddening 
complicate the derivation of photometric stellar parameters. 

(c) Ulrike Heiter 

Teff 
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Photometry: metallicities 

After Teff, the global metallicity has 
the largest influence on stellar 
fluxes (with the potentially 
disastrous exception of 
reddening!).     

 

But the precision with which 
metallicities can be determined 
is limited (of order 0.3 dex). In 
addition, it is difficult to 
determine metallicities for stars 
with [Fe/H] < –2, as classical 
indicators like d(U – B) lose 
sensitivity. 

 

On the other hand, there are 
narrow-band indices which 
allow one to measure 
abundance variations (e.g. via 
molecular bands).  

2 dex variation  
in N abundance! 



  

Photometry: gravity dependence 

The only feature that has a sufficiently (?) large gravity sensitivity 
to be exploited by photometry is the Balmer jump at 3647 Å  
(in hot stars it can be used as a sensitive Teff indicator). 
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Balmer jump/ 
discontinuity 

The c1 index ( (u – b) – (b – y)) works well for metal-poor giants (Önehag et al. 2008). 

Colours like (U – B) or (u – y) 
measure the Balmer 
discontinuity, but the 
usefulness as a precise 
gravity indicator is hampered 
by the high line density in 
this spectral region (missing 
opacity problem), the 
difficulties with ground-based 
observations in the near-UV 
and a proper treatment of 
the overlapping Balmer lines. 

Gray, Fig. 10.8 



  

IRFM: a semi-fundamental Teff  scale 

Basic idea of the infrared-flux method: 

 

 

 
 

F lIR(model) is said to be only weakly 
model dependent (but cf. Grupp 
2004). 

 

Once calibrated on stars with known 
diameters, any colour index can be 
calibrated on the IRFM.  

Direct sample:  Teff= 0.06 ± 1.25 % 

 

Comparing different IRFM calibrations 
(Blackwell et al., Ramírez & Meléndez, 
Casagrande et al.), the zero point 
proves to be uncertain by ≈100 K, in 
particular for metal-poor stars. 
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Above 5000 K, the wings of Balmer 
lines are a sensitive Teff indicator, 
broadened by H + H collisions 
(mainly H) and the linear Stark 
effect (H + e–).  

 

In cool stars, the log g sensitivity is low 
(line and continuous opacity both 
depend on Pe), as is the metallicity 
dependence. There is some 
dependence on the mixing-length 
parameter (H and higher).   

 

Main challenge (apart from the 
surprisingly complex broadening): 
recovering the intrinsic line 
profiles from (echelle) observations. 

 

In hot stars, Balmer lines can constrain 
the surface gravity. 

Spectroscopic Teff indicators: H lines 



  

H as a function of Teff 

6340 K 
6540 K 

Steps: 
1. Carefully normalize H ± 100 Å. 
2. Fit the wings down to 0.8 in F /F c. 



  

Line-depth ratios (LDRs) 

Using the ratio of two lines’ 
central depths (rather than Wl) 
can be a remarkably sensitive 
temperature indicator 
(precision as high as 5 K!), if 
the lines are chosen to have 
different sensitivities to T. 
Ideally, the LDR is close to 1 
and the lines should not be too 
far apart. 

 

The main challenge lies in a 
proper Teff calibration across a 
usefully large part of the HRD.    

Gray Fig.14.7 



  

Gravity sensitivity of ionized lines 

Recall that ionized lines of an 
element that is mainly ionized 
have a Pe

–1 sensitivity via the 
continuous opacity of H–. 

 

Integrating the hydrostatic 
equation, we find                
 Pg  g 

2/3 

and together with Pe  sqrt(Pg) 
we expect   

   l / k  g 
–1/3. 

 

This is borne out by actual 
calculations.  
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l [Å] 

Hydrostatic equilibrium 
 

dP/d = g / k 
 

Gray, Fig. 13.8 



  

Practicalities of ionization equilibria 

A change of 0.1 dex in log  
translates to a change of 0.3 dex 
in log g. 

 
Consequences: 
 A line-to-line scatter of 0.1 dex 

means that log g is known to 
within 0.3 dex. 

 
 Relatively small changes in log , 

e.g. because of a change in Teff 
or NLTE effects, can lead to 
factor-of-two changes in the 
surface gravity.  

 
Astrometry can help to establish  
the correct surface-gravity scale. 
  

Korn, 
Carnegie Observatories Centenary (2003) 
http://www.ociw.edu/ociw/symposia/series/symposium4/proceedings.html 

http://www.ociw.edu/ociw/symposia/series/symposium4/proceedings.html


  

The strong line method 

Damped (neutral) lines show a 
strong gravity sensitivity, 
because  

        l  6  Pg  g 
2/3. 

 

Like with ionization equilibria, 
log  needs to be known. 
This is to be obtained from 
weak lines of the same 
ionization stage, preferably 
originating from the same 
lower state (no differential 
NLTE effects). 
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Gray, Fig. 15.4 

Examples: Ca I 6162 (see above), 
Fe I 4383, Mg I 5183, Ca I 4226. 
Below [Fe/H]  –2, there are no 
optical lines strong enough to serve 
as a surface-gravity indicator.  



  

Spectroscopy of the Solar neighbourhood 

Aim: 

Derive precise stellar parameters 
and chemical abundances of 
FGK stars within d = 25 pc.  

 

Example:  

The strong-line method as a 
surface-gravity indicator for 
not too metal-poor, not-too-
evolved stars 

 coupled with Teff values from 
Balmer lines. 

 

Benchmark: Hipparcos 

Number of objects: 218 

Number of outliers:  11 

 (this work – Hipparcos): 0.5 ± 5.1% (rms) 

Fuhrmann 
(1998, 2000, 2004, 2008) 

Hipparcos distance [pc] 
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[X] = log (X / Xʘ) 



  

Abundances from H to U 

Once you have good stellar parameters, 
it is relatively easy to determine 
chemical abundances for your 
favourite element(s). 

 

Caveats 

 some elements are not visible, e.g. 
noble gases in cool stars 

 lines may lack or have inaccurate 
atomic data 

 lines can be blended leading to 
overestimated abundances 

 lines can be subject to effect you are 
unaware of, e.g. 3D and NLTE effects, 
hfs, isotopic and Zeeman splitting 

 ... 



  

Quantitative spectroscopy: the Sun 



  

Spectroscopy: pros vs. cons 

Spectroscopy is 

 a way of determining a great 
number of stellar parameters, 

 the key technique for obtaining 
detailed chemical abundances, 

 (usually) reddening-free. 

 

However, hi-res spectroscopy is 

 comparatively costly at the 
telescope, 

 currently limited to 18m in V, 

 more difficult to master than 
photometry. 
 

...especially when they accept 
photometry as a source of 

valuable information. 



  

Beyond classical models 

... all of the above in 3D hydro models! 

3D T() relations are significantly cooler at small , 
especially at low metallicity.  
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Nordlund,  
Stein,  
Asplund 

dashed line: a Solar 1D static MARCS model 
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